
          12: Relationship of Compact Sets to Closed Sets



Recall:A set K in metric space
X

is compact if every open cover of K
has a finite subcover.

Ihm:EcXX
E is open in YE>

E =YnG for some G open in X.

Iha KCX, K compact in YEK compact in X.

ppf,:(E) (Assume K optin Y(

START HERE-> Consider open cover [Uc] of K in X

Let Vs=UarY. Then [U23 covers Kin Y.

By cotness of K in , Ifinite subcover [Va., ..., Van3
Then EU., ..., Hans are finite subcover for K in X as desired.

I

(E). Consider open cover [VaY of K in Y.

by them above, Ela s.t. Har= Va.

[Ux3 cover KinX, so Ifinite subcover [Ux03:*,
Then 3VaiYI, is finite subcover of [VaYGrK inY*.

NAL:Compactness is an intrinsic property of a set.

Im:set are bed.
cpt). K cpt, consider pAK. We'll show p has nbhd notintersecting K.

I so p is interior to KC.

FgEK, let Vg =Nyx 18), Ug =NY(p), where r=d<p, g).

Notice 3Vg3 cover K, so by aptness of K, Efinite subcover 5 Vg,,...,Van 3.
Then W =Ug, 1Ug21...r Ugn is open

Can WVg:=bfor each i. Since WCUg;andUginVgi =4.
=>W is the desired nbhd #



EX (0,1 is notcompactimpact. bl, notbounded, though itis closeare

Thm A closedsubset B of ept set K is apt.
spfs. Let [Un3 be

open cover of B.

Notice Bis open. So [UCTUSB3 is open cover ofK.

By optness, I finite subcover [Ud,..., MGM, B3
Notice BnB =b, so EUG, . . ., Hxm3 covers B,

and itis finite subcover as desired B.

·GF closed, K cpt in metric space X, then Fak is compact.

Ihm Nestedclosed intervals in IR are not empty.
(InCanadaman, then anAm bme
<pt, Let X =sup[ai3, exists b/c they're bounded by b,

Clearly, X I G:for all is ble it's the sup

X =bm for all m, b/c bm is an u.b. for all Am, #.

#

E PROOK:IR is uncountable.

pt, suppose R =9X1, X2, X3, ... 3 countable.

Choose I, missing XI, I2CI., missing XI, X2, I3CI2, missing X, X2, X3, ....
Nested sequence ->EX = In, X is not in list

#1.


